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Def-Logix, Inc. provides innovative technological services and solutions to our customers. Def-Logix is an 8(a) certified
small business headquartered in San Antonio, TX, offering 14 years’ experience in specialized professional services in
cybersecurity, with an emphasis in software architecture and engineering. Our focus on research and development
has allowed us to advance state-of-the-art, developing technologies and products that serve the critical and immediate
needs of our government and commercial customers. We are an emerging leader in the provision of information
assurance, intelligence, and information technology services to the Defense, Intelligence and Commercial
communities. We have successful experience being sub-contractors and prime contractors to other small and large
businesses on various Federal Government contracts. Our insight to government customer needs has led us to
perform and meet their requirements through the successful deployment of our custom software solutions and
modules onto Air Force systems and through existing DoD HBSS infrastructure. Our corporate experience servicing
government clients consists of integrating and developing applications for red and blue team functions. We also focus
on network forensics, intrusion detection/prevention and exploit detection/prevention. Through successful
demonstration, these products are capable of monitoring system firmware and detecting malware before it can cause
harm to an organizations most critical asset: their data.
Our employees consist of software developers and IT engineers capable of handling complex solutions. We have a
total of 66 employees with 86% of those being IT professionals who continue to expand their Cybersecurity
background each day. Def-Logix will provide highly trained software security professional developers and engineers
who each have proven, in-depth technical expertise. Our team has over a century of combined analytical and
operational skills experience demonstrated through years of knowledge, by related past job performance in support of
commercial and government projects. A team comprised of majority former military personnel/family and former
government employees, our employees leverage their familiarization with the government’s high desire to produce
stable and functional products to protect the government’s infrastructure. Our staff has a range of unique technical
stacks that provide hands-on skills, engineering knowledge, system engineering, technical depth, software
development, analytical expertise, network operations, cybersecurity procedures/techniques, white-hat hacker
prevention methods, and operational experience.
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and organizational controls. These organizational controls, besides maintaining authority, help every individual
become aware of where they stand within the organization allowing everyone to come together and work better as a
unified team. As a small business Def-Logix relies on specific configurations to our QuickBooks account that allow us
to remain DCAA compliant. Although our Accounting System is DCAA compliant, as a Small Business Concern our
audit requirement is waived by DCAA/DCMA due to the volume of our contracts.
Def-Logix is committed to promoting participation of small, small disadvantaged, veteran-owned and women-owned
small businesses in our GSA contracts. We pledge to provide opportunities to the small business community through
reselling opportunities, mentor-protégé programs, joint ventures, teaming arrangements, and subcontracting. These
opportunities will be presented, as they arise, to favor local businesses in aims to promote our community’s small
business development.
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